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NOMINATIONS FOR TRUSTEE POSITIONS WITHIN CROUCH END & DISTRICT U3A

The following members have been nominated and seconded by other CEDU3A members 
for appointment as Trustees as follows:

PROPOSED TRUSTEE Brenda Dardelin

Proposer: Patricia Adams         Seconder: Penelope Badham

PROPOSED TRUSTEE Llorett Kemplen

Proposer: Carolyn Maples         Seconder: Mary Harris

PROPOSED TRUSTEE Charles H Sharp

Proposer: Clare Smallman         Seconder: Robert Jackson

Nominees have made the following brief statements in support of their candidature:

Brenda Dardelin

I first moved to Crouch End over 40 years ago. Before retirement I worked as an information 
officer in various libraries and information centres, mainly in London. I’ve been a member of 
CEDU3A since it started and now help with the membership database and organising 
volunteers for the monthly meetings. My interests include walking, reading and theatre.

Llorett Kemplen

I have been a member of CEDU3A since its inception, an active interest group participant 
and convenor of the De-cluttering group. I act as the New Member Social Coordinator and 
am the point of contact for members who do not have access to the internet. After a career 
in adult learning and development in a wide variety of settings, it is my belief that ‘we never 
stop learning’. Becoming a Trustee for CEDU3A would enable me to use my experience to 
enable the organisation I care deeply about to grow and develop as the brilliant resource 
that it is for our local community.
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Charles H Sharp

I have lived in the Muswell Hill and Crouch End areas since I left university in 1976 and feel 
very lucky that I have been able to stay in such a congenial place. I’ve been involved in local 
groups since the 80s and went so far as to serve as a councillor for Crouch End for eight 
years. It gave me an insight into the rich voluntary community in our area, and how much 
contributions of time and energy can make a difference. My professional career has been in 
IT in academic and health care settings and I am now retired. I have enjoyed the last few 
years looking after our dogs, benefitting from the many green spaces we have around us. 
Joining the U3A has introduced me to a new set of friends and experiences that I hope to 
enjoy for many years to come.


